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Abstract
The structure of the centres Z(Lg) and Z(Mg) of the graph algebra Lg(sl2)
and the moduli algebra Mg(sl2) is studied at roots of 1. It it shown that Z(Lg)
can be endowed with the structure of the Poisson graph algebra. The elements of
Spec(Z(Mg)) are shown to satisfy the defining relation for the holonomies of a flat
connection along the cycles of a Riemann surface. The irreducible representations
of the graph algebra are constructed.
1 Introduction
The Poisson structure of the moduli space of flat connections on a Riemann surface with g
handles can be described by means of a quadratic Poisson algebra, which was introduced
by Fock and Rosly [1] and here will be called the Poisson graph algebra. Let us remind
the definition of the algebra [1].
Let G be a matrix algebraic group and Dg = G
×2g . An arbitrary element d of Dg
is parametrized by matrices Ai and Bi as d = (A1, B1, ..., Ag, Bg) ∈ Dg. Let all of the
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1
matrices be in the fundamental representation of the group G. Then the algebra of
functions on Dg is generated by the matrix elements (Ai)mn and (Bi)mn.
Definition 1. The Poisson graph algebra PLg is an algebra of regular functions on
Dg with the following Poisson structure
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Here k is an arbitrary complex parameter, r± are classical r-matrices which satisfy the
classical Yang-Baxter equation and the following relations
[r12, r13] + [r12, r23] + [r13, r23] = 0 (1.2)
r− = −Pr+P, r+ − r− = C (1.3)
where P is a permutation in the tensor product V ⊗ V (Pa⊗ b = b⊗ a).
In eq.(1.1-1.3) we use the standard notations from the theory of quantum groups [2, 3]:
for any matrix A acting in some space V one can construct two matrices A1 = A⊗ id and
A2 = id⊗A acting in the space V ⊗V and for any matrix r =
∑
a r1(a)⊗r2(a) acting in the
space V ⊗V one constructs matrices r12 =
∑
a r1(a)⊗r2(a)⊗id, r
13 =
∑
a r1(a)⊗id⊗r2(a)
and r23 =
∑
a id⊗r1(a)⊗r2(a) acting in the space V ⊗V ⊗V . The matrix C is the tensor
Casimir operator of the Lie algebra G of the group G: C = −ηabλ
a⊗ λb, ηab is the Killing
tensor and λa form a basis of G.
Let us now identify the matrices Ai and Bi with holonomies of a flat connection along
the cycles ai and bi of a Riemann surface with g handles. Then Ai and Bi should satisfy
the following defining relations
M = BgA
−1
g B
−1
g Ag · · ·B1A
−1
1 B
−1
1 A1 = 1 (1.4)
These relations can be regarded as first-class constraints imposed on the variables of
Dg. The gauge transformations generated by these constraints are just the simultaneous
conjugations of Ai and Bi
Ai → hAih
−1, Ai → hAih
−1
Let us now consider two Poisson subalgebras of PLg. The first subalgebra I consists
of all of the functions vanishing on the constraints surface:
I = {f ∈ PLg : f |M=1 = 0}
2
and the second subalgebra FI is the maximal subalgebra of PLg such that the subalgebra
I is a Poisson ideal of FI :
FI = {f ∈ PLg : {f, h} ∈ I ∀h ∈ I}.
In particular it is not difficult to check that any function f which is invariant with respect
to simultaneous conjugations of Ai and Bi
f(hA1h
−1, ..., hBgh
−1) = f(A1, ..., Bg)
belongs to FI .
Definition 2. The Poisson algebra of functions on the moduli space of flat connections
on a Riemann surface with g handles or the Poisson moduli algebra PMg is defined as a
quotient of the algebra FI over the ideal I
PMg = FI/I.
It was shown by Fock and Rosly that the algebra PMg coincides with the canonical
Poisson algebra of functions on the moduli space defined by the Atiyah-Bott symplectic
structure.
Quantization of the Poisson graph algebra leads to an associative algebra which was
introduced in [4] (see also [5]). In the present paper we study the structure of the centre of
the quantized graph and moduli algebras for the simplest case of SL(2) group and, in what
follows, present definitions and results only for this case. Our definition of the moduli
algebra differs from the definition given in [4], where the truncated case was considered,
and can be regarded as the standard one from quantum theory of constraints systems.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the second section we introduce the graph and
moduli algebras. Then we describe an extension of the graph algebra and the isomorphism
between the extended graph algebra L∗g and the tensor product of g copies of L
∗
1 [6, 7].
In the third section we study the centre Z(L1) of L1 and prove that Z(L1) is isomorphic
to PL1. In the forth section, using the isomorphism mentioned in the second section, we
generalize the results obtained in the third section to Lg and show that the elements of
Spec(Z(Mg(sl2))) satisfy the defining relation (1.4). In the fifth section the irreducible
representations of Lg are constructed. In Conclusion we discuss unsolved problems.
2 Graph and moduli algebras
Definition 3. The graph algebra Lg(sl2) is an associative algebra with unit element,
generated by matrix elements of Ai, Bi ∈ EndC
2 ⊗ Lg(sl2), i = 1, ..., g and (Ai)
−1
11 ,
(Bi)
−1
11 , M
−1
11 which are subject to the following relations
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detqAi = (Ai)11(Ai)22 − q
2(Ai)21(Ai)12 = 1
detqBi = (Bi)11(Bi)22 − q
2(Bi)21(Bi)12 = 1 (2.6)
and we denote by 1 the unit element of any algebra throughout the paper.
Here R±-matrices
R+ = q
− 1
2


q 0 0 0
0 1 q − q−1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 q

 , R− = q
1
2


q−1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 q−1 − q 1 0
0 0 0 q−1


satisfy the quantum Yang-Baxter equation and the following relations
R12R13R23 = R23R13R12
R+ = PR
−1
− P, R±(q) = 1 +
2pii
k
h¯r± +O(h¯
2)
q = exp(
2pii
p
h¯), p = k + 2h¯
We have introduced the element M−111 because the Poisson structure (1.1) is degenerate
on the surface M11 = 0 and because, as we will see in the fifth section, if the element M11
is invertible then all irreducible representations of the graph algebra are p3g-dimensional.
Using the explicit expressions for R± one can write down the commutation relations
(2.6) in terms of elements (Ai)mn and (Bi)mn. The corresponding formulas are given in
Appendix.
It is well known that for fixed index i the algebra generated by matrix elements of Ai
(or Bi) is isomorphic to Uq(sl2) [8] and the standard generators of Uq(sl2) can be expressed
through (Ai)mn as follows
K = (Ai)11, X+ = −
q
1
2
q − q−1
(Ai)21, X− = −
q
1
2
q − q−1
(Ai)
−1
11 (Ai)12
The Casimir element of Uq(sl2) is equal to
ci = trqAi = q
−1(Ai)11 + q(Ai)22
However the Casimir elements ci are not central elements of the graph algebra and, more-
over, for generic values of q the graph algebra has a trivial centre.
It is not difficult to show that for fixed index i the algebra generated by Ai and Bi is
isomorphic to the quantized algebra of functions on the Heisenberg double of a Lie group
[9, 10, 11, 12].
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Let us introduce monodromies Mi
Mi = q
−3(g−i+1)BgA
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The monodromies satisfy the following commutation relations
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Using the Gauss decomposition one can represent the monodromies as follows
Mi = m
−1
− (i)Kim+(i)
where m±(i) are upper- and lower-triangular matrices with the unity on the diagonals
and Ki are diagonal matrices. It follows from relations (2.7) that the matrix elements of
Ki form a commutative subalgebra of Lg.
Let L∗g be an extension of the graph algebra Lg by means of the elements Q
±1
i = K
± 1
2
i .
The relations (2.7) and the commutation relations of Qi are presented in components in
Appendix. Then the following proposition is a refinement of some results from [6, 7]:
Proposition 1. The extended graph algebra L∗g is isomorphic to the tensor product
of g copies of the extended graph algebra L∗1. The isomorphism is given by means of the
following formulas
Ai =M
−1
+ (i+ 1)A¯iM+(i+ 1), Bi = M
−1
+ (i+ 1)B¯iM+(i+ 1) (2.8)
where
M+(i) = Qim+(i), M−(i) = Q
−1
i m−(i)
M±(i) = G¯±(i)G¯±(i+ 1) · · · G¯±(g)
G¯i = q
−3B¯iA¯
−1
i B¯
−1
i A¯i
Remark 1. The Proposition 1 is valid for arbitrary graph algebra. In the case of
SL(2) group the element (Ki)11 = (Mi)11 = (G¯i)11 · · · (G¯g)11, all elements (Mi)11 and
(G¯i)11 are invertible due to invertibility of M11 and one can easily show that formulas
(2.8) define the isomorphism of Lg(sl2) and L
⊗g
1 .
There is no natural anti-involution of the graph algebra. However, the following anti-
automorphism [13] plays the role of ∗-operation on Lg:
ρ(Ai) = M+A
−1
i M
−1
+ , ρ(Bi) =M+B
−1
i M
−1
+ (2.9)
The square of the anti-automorphism is equal to
ρ2(Ai) =MAiM
−1, ρ2(Bi) =MBiM
−1
5
It is worthwhile to note that this anti-automorphism acts on the elements Mij as follows
ρ(M±) =M∓
Let us introduce a set Φ of quantum constraints
Φij = Mij − δij (2.10)
where Mij are components of M = M1.
Let us consider the left and right ideals of the graph algebra, generated by the set Φ
and let FIL (FIR) be the maximal subalgebra of Lg such that IL (IR) is a two-sided ideal
of FIL (FIR). Let FI be the intersection of FIL and FIR:
FI = {f ∈ Lg : ILf ⊂ IL and fIR ⊂ IR}.
It is obvious that FI is a subalgebra of Lg and the elements Φij ∈ FI .
Definition 4. Let I be the intersection of the algebra FI with the union of IL and
IR. The moduli algebra Mg is defined as a quotient of the algebra FI over the ideal I
Mg = FI/I (2.11)
Some comments are in order. It is clear that I is a two-sided ideal of FI . It follows
from the action of the anti-automorphism ρ on the elements Mij that ρ(IL) = IR and
ρ(IR) = IL and, hence if f ∈ FI and i ∈ I then ρ(f) ∈ FI and ρ(i) ∈ I. Thus the moduli
algebra inherits the anti-automorphism ρ from Lg. Moreover it is possible to show that,
being restricted to the moduli algebra, the anti-automorphism becomes an anti-involution
of Mg.
Our aim is to describe the structure of the centre Z(Lg) of the graph algebra at roots
of 1, and in the remainder of the paper we assume that q is a primitive pth root of unity,
p being odd. Due to the Proposition 1 we can begin with the study of the centre Z(L1)
of the algebra L1.
3 The centre of the graph algebra L1(sl2)
Let aij , bij and M
−1
11 be the generators of L1(sl2) with the commutation relations given
by formulas (6.23) from the Appendix.
Proposition 2. 1) The centre Z(L1) of L1(sl2) is generated by the elements a
±p
11 , a
p
12,
ap21, b
±p
11 , b
p
12,b
p
21 and M
−p
11 , subject to the single relation
M−p11 (BA
−1B−1A)11 = 1 (3.12)
where Aij = a
p
ij , Bij = b
p
ij for i, j 6= 2 simultaneously and detA = detB = 1.
2) The algebra L1(sl2) is a free Z(L1)-module with basis the set of monomials
ar111a
s1
12a
t1
21b
r2
11b
s2
12b
t2
21 and 0 ≤ ri, si, ti ≤ p− 1.
3) The ring L1(sl2) is an integral domain.
Proof. Let us introduce a new set of generators of L1(sl2) by means of the following
formulas
X1 = (a
−1
11 a12 − b
−1
11 b12)b
2
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−2
11
6
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−2
11 b12b11, X4 = (b21b
−1
11 − a21a
−1
11 )a
2
11
In terms of these generators the relations (6.23) from the Appendix take the form
a11b11 = qb11a11, a11Xi = Xia11, b11Xi = Xib11
X1X4 = q
2X4X1, XiXi+2 = q
−2Xi+2Xi, i = 1, 2
XiXi+1 = q
2Xi+1Xi + q
2 − 1, i = 1, 2, 3
M−111 X1 = q
2X1M
−1
11 , M
−1
11 X3 = q
2X3M
−1
11
M−111 X2 = q
−2X2M
−1
11 , M
−1
11 X4 = q
−2X4M
−1
11
M−111 q
−2(1 +X1X2 +X1X4 +X3X4 +X1X2X3X4) = 1 (3.13)
It is now of no problem to show that the elements M−p11 , a
±p
11 , b
±p
11 and X
p
i generate the
centre of L1(sl2). To do this one should use the following lemma, which can be easily
proved by induction
Lemma 1. Let elements c, Z and W satisfy the relations cZ = Zc, cW = Wc,
ZW = q2WZ + c, then the following relation is valid
ZmW n =
m∑
k=0
q2(m−k)(n−k)ckW n−kZm−k
(n)q!
(n− k)q!
(m)q!
(m− k)q!(k)q!
where m ≤ n, (n)q =
1−q2n
1−q2
.
The first part of the Proposition 2 follows now from the simple relations between the
elements apij , b
p
ij and X
p
i
Xp1 = (a
−p
11 a
p
12 − b
−p
11 b
p
12)b
2p
11, X
p
2 = a
p
11a
p
21b
−2p
11
Xp3 = a
−2p
11 b
p
12b
p
11, X
p
4 = (b
p
21b
−p
11 − a
p
21a
−p
11 )a
2p
11
which can be proved by using the well-known Lemma
Lemma 2. Let elements a and b satisfy the relation ab = q2ba or a(a+b) = q2(a+b)a
and qp = 1, then
(a+ b)p = ap + bp
The relation (3.12) will be proved later in this section (see Proposition 4).
The second part of the Proposition 2 follows from the obvious observation that the
products a±r111 a
s1
12a
t1
21b
±r2
11 b
s2
12b
t2
21M
−v
11 , where ri, si, ti, v ∈ N , are a basis of L1(sl2).
Relations (3.13) show that L1(sl2) is the tensor product of the Weil algebra, generated
by a11 and b11, and the algebra X generated by Xi and M
−1
11 and, therefore, to prove that
L1(sl2) is an integral domain, it is enough to show that X is an integral domain. We have
to prove that if fg = 0 then either f = 0 or g = 0.
An arbitrary element f ∈ X can be presented in the form
f =
∞∑
i,l=0
p−1∑
j,k=0
fijkl(M
−p
11 , X
p
2 , X
p
3 )X
i
1X
j
2X
k
3X
l
4
It is obvious that if f 6= 0, then X1f 6= 0. Let us show that fX1 = 0 if and only if f = 0.
It is clear that it is enough to prove the statement only for elements of the form
f =
∑
fijX
i
1X
j
2
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Using the commutation relation for X1 and X2 one gets
fX1 =
∑
fij
(
q−2jX i+11 X
j
2 + (q
−2j − 1)X i1X
j−1
2
)
=
∑ (
fijq
−2j + (q−2(j+1) − 1)fi+1,j+1
)
X i+11 X
j
2
This expression is equal to zero only if
fij = (q
2j − q−2)fi+1,j+1
Let j = kp+ j0, 0 ≤ j0 ≤ p− 1. By simple induction one gets
fij = (q
2j0 − q−2)(q2(j0+1) − q−2) · · · (q2(j0+p−j0−1) − q−2)fi+p−j0,(k+1)p = 0
Thus if fX1 = 0 then f = 0. In the same manner one can show that if f 6= 0 then
fX4 6= 0, X4f 6= 0, f(1 +X1X2) 6= 0, (1 +X1X2)f 6= 0.
Let us note that for generic values of q this statement is not valid and the ring X is not
an integral domain.
Let us consider elements f˜ = Xp−11 X
p−1
4 (1+X1X2)
p−1f and g˜ = gXp−11 X
p−1
4 (1+X1X2)
p−1.
We have just shown that equation f˜ = 0 (g˜ = 0) is equivalent to equation f = 0 (g = 0),
therefore it is enough to show that if f˜ g˜ = 0 then either f˜ = 0 or g˜ = 0. Elements f˜ and
g˜ can be written in the form
f˜ =
∞∑
j,l=0
p−1∑
i,k=0
fijkl(M
−p
11 , X
p
2 , X
p
3 )M
i
11X
j
1(1 +X1X2)
kX l4
g˜ =
∞∑
j,l=0
p−1∑
i,k=0
gijkl(M
−p
11 , X
p
2 , X
p
3 )M
i
11X
j
1(1 +X1X2)
kX l4
The product of these elements is equal to
f˜ g˜ =
∞∑
j1,j2,l1,l2=0
p−1∑
i1,i2,k1,k2=0
q2i2(j1−l1)−2j2(k1+l1)fi1j1k1l1gi2j2k2l2 ×
M i1+i211 X
j1+j2
1 (1 +X1X2)
k1+k2X l1+l24
It is now of no problem to show that f˜ g˜ = 0 if and only if either f˜ = 0 or g˜ = 0.
This proves the Proposition.
One can introduce the Poisson structure on the centre of L1(sl2) by means of the
following formula (see, for example, [16])
k
2pi
{x, y} = lim
κ→q
xy − yx
1− κp2
(3.14)
Let PL∗g be the extension of PLg by means of the element M
−1
11 . Using relations (3.13)
and Lemma 1 one can easily calculate the Poisson brackets between the generators of
Z(L1) and prove the following proposition
Proposition 3. The centre Z(L1) of L1(sl2) endowed with the Poisson structure
(3.14) is isomorphic to the extended Poisson graph algebra PL∗1(sl2) and the isomorphism
is given by the formulas
φ(apij) = αij, φ(b
p
ij) = βij,
8
where αij , βij are generators of the extended Poisson graph algebra PL
∗
1(sl2) and i, j 6= 2
simultaneously.
Remark 2. Let us note that as a by-product we have proven the well-known theorem
that Z0(Uq(sl2)) is isomorphic to C[SL
∗
2] (see, e.g. [14, 15, 16]).
To proceed with the study of the centre of the graph algebra Lg we will need to know
how the central elementsMij =M
p
ij = (BA
−1B−1A)pij are expressed through the elements
apij and b
p
ij . Another reason to find these expressions is that the ideal of Z(Lg), generated
by the elements Mpij − δij , belongs to the centre Z(I).
Proposition 4. The central elements Mpij are expressed through the generators a
p
ij
and bpij of Z(L1(sl2)) by means of the following formula
M = BA−1B−1A,
where Aij = a
p
ij , Bij = b
p
ij for i, j 6= 2 simultaneously and detA = detB = 1.
Proof. Let us introduce matrices D = BA−1 and C = B−1A. We firstly show that the
matrix M is expressed through the matrix elements dpij, c
p
ij as follows
M = DC
where Dij = d
p
ij , Cij = c
p
ij for i, j 6= 2 simultaneously.
The matrices D and C have the following commutation relations
D1R+D
2R−1+ = R−D
2R−1− D
1, C1R+C
2R−1+ = R−C
2R−1− C
1
C1R+D
2R−1+ = R+D
2R−1+ C
1, detq C = detq C = q
3
which are rewritten in components in the Appendix.
Using the relations (6.24) and Lemma 2 one gets
Mp11 = (DC)
p
11 = d
p
11(c11 + d
−1
11 d12c21)
p = dp11c
p
11 + d
p
12c
p
21 = (DC)11
Mp12 = (DC)
p
12 = (d11c12 + q
2d12c
−1
11 c21c12 + q
3d12c
−1
11 )
p
= (d11c12 + q
2d12c
−1
11 c21c12)
p + (d12c
−1
11 )
p = (d11 + q
2d12c
−1
11 c21)
pcp12 + d
p
12c
−p
11
= dp11c
p
12 + d
p
12c
−p
11 c
p
21c
p
12 + d
p
12c
−p
11 = (DC)12
Mp21 = (DC)
p
21 = (d21c11 + q
2d−111 d21d12c21 + q
3d−111 c21)
p
= d−p11 c
p
21 + (d21c11 + q
2d−111 d21d12c21)
p = d−p11 c
p
21 + d
p
21(c11 + d
−1
11 d12c21)
p
= d−p11 c
p
21 + d
p
21(c
p
11 + d
−p
11 d
p
12c
p
21) = (DC)21
To complete the proof of the Proposition 4 one should show that
C = B−1A, D = BA−1
It can be done by using the following lemma which can be easily proved with the help of
the Lemma 2:
Lemma 3. Let elements c, Z and W satisfy the relations cZ = Zc, cW = Wc,
ZW − c = q−2(WZ − c) and qp = 1 then
(ZW − c)p = ZpW p − cp
9
Then the calculation of cpij gives
cp11 = (B
−1A)p11 =
(
(q2b22 + (1− q
2)b11)a11 − q
2b12a21
)p
=
(
q2b−111 a11 + q
4b−111 b21b12a11 + (1− q
2)b11a11 − q
2b12a21
)p
=
(
b−111 a11 + q
2b−111 b21b12a11 − qa21b12
)p
= b−p11 a
p
11
(
1 + q2(b21 − a21a
−1
11 b11)b12
)p
= b−p11 a
p
11
(
1 + (b21 − a21a
−1
11 b11)
pbp12
)
= (B−1A)11
cp12 = (B
−1A)p12 = (q
2b22a12 − qa22b12)
p
= (−a−111 b12 − q
2a−111 a21a12b12 + qb22a12)
p
= −a−p11 b
p
12 + (−q
2a−111 a21a12b12 + qb22a12)
p
= −a−p11 b
p
12 + a
p
12(−qa
−1
11 a21b12 + b22)
p
= −a−p11 b
p
12 + a
p
12
(
b−111 + (b21b
−1
11 − a21a
−1
11 )b12
)p
= −a−p11 b
p
12 + a
p
12b
−p
11
(
1 + (b21b
−1
11 − a21a
−1
11 )b12b11
)p
= −a−p11 b
p
12 + a
p
12b
−p
11
(
1 + (b21 − a21a
−1
11 b11)
pbp12
)
= (B−1A)12
cp21 = (B
−1A)p21 = (−q
2b21a11 + b11a21)
p
= ap11(−q
2b21 + b11a21a
−1
11 )
p = ap11(−b
p
21 + b
p
11a
p
21a
−p
11 ) = (B
−1A)21
The calculation of the matrix elements Dij can be done in the same manner.
The matrix elements of M can be expressed through the generators a11, b11 and Xi as
follows
M11 = 1 +X2X1 +X1X4 +X3X4 +X3X2X1X4
= q−2(1 +X1X2 +X1X4 +X3X4 +X1X2X3X4)
M12 = −q
−2((1 +X1X2)X3 +X1) + q
−2X1M11b
−2
11 +X3M11a
2
11b
−2
11
M21 = −q
−2(X2(1 +X3X4) +X4) +X4M11a
−2
11 + q
2X2M11a
−2
11 b
2
11 (3.15)
It follows from the Proposition 4 that
Mp11 = 1 +X
p
1X
p
2 +X
p
1X
p
4 +X
p
3X
p
4 +X
p
1X
p
2X
p
3X
p
4
Mp12 = −(1 +X
p
1X
p
2 )X
p
3 −X
p
1 +X
p
1M
p
11b
−2p
11 +X
p
3M
p
11a
2p
11b
−2p
11
Mp21 = −X
p
2 (1 +X
p
3X
p
4 )−X
p
4 +X
p
4M
p
11a
−2p
11 +X
p
2M
p
11a
−2p
11 b
2p
11 (3.16)
One can use eqs.(3.15) to prove the Proposition 4.
We are now ready to discuss the structure of the centre of the graph algebra Lg and
the moduli algebra Mg.
4 The centre of the graph and moduli algebras
Proposition 5. 1) The centre Z(Lg) of Lg(sl2) is generated by the elements a
±p
i11, a
p
i12,
api21, b
±p
i11, b
p
i12,b
p
i21 and M
−p
11 , subject to the single relation
M−p11 (BgA
−1
g B
−1
g Ag · · · B1A
−1
1 B
−1
1 A1)11 = 1
10
2) The algebra Lg(sl2) is a free Z(L1(sl2))-module with basis the set of monomials∏g
i=1
(
ari1i11a
si1
i12a
ti1
i21b
ri2
i11b
si2
i12b
ti2
i21
)
and 0 ≤ r, s, t ≤ p− 1.
3) The ring Lg(sl2) is an integral domain.
4) The centre Z(Lg) endowed with the Poisson structure (3.14) is isomorphic to the
extended Poisson graph algebra PL∗g(sl2).
5) The centre Z(Lg) is isomorphic to the tensor product of g copies of the extended
Poisson graph algebra PL∗g(sl2). The isomorphism is given by means of the following
formulas
Ai =M
−1
+ (i+ 1)A¯iM+(i+ 1), Bi =M
−1
+ (i+ 1)B¯iM+(i+ 1) (4.17)
where
(Ai)mn = (Ai)
p
mn, (Bi)mn = (Bi)
p
mn
(A¯i)mn = (A¯i)
p
mn, (B¯i)mn = (B¯i)
p
mn
and m,n 6= 2 simultaneously,
Mi =M
−1
− (i)M+(i) = BgA
−1
g B
−1
g Ag · · · BiA
−1
i B
−1
i Ai (4.18)
M±(i) = G¯±(i)G¯±(i+ 1) · · · G¯±(g)
G¯i = G¯
−1
− (i)G¯+(i) = B¯iA¯
−1
i B¯
−1
i A¯i (4.19)
and A¯i, B¯i are matrices from the Proposition 1.
Proof. It is obvious that Propositions 5.1-5.4 follow from Propositions 1, 2, 3, and
5.5, thus it is enough to prove the Proposition 5.5. The matrix elements of M+(i) can be
expressed through the matrix elements of Mi as follows
M+(i)11 = m
1
2
i11, M+(i)12 = m
− 1
2
i11mi12, M+(i)22 = m
− 1
2
i11 ,
M−1+ (i)11 = m
− 1
2
i11 , M
−1
+ (i)12 = −qm
− 1
2
i11mi12, M
−1
+ (i)22 = m
1
2
i11
Using formulas (2.8) one gets
(Ai)
p
11 = (a¯i11 − q
2mi+1,12a¯i21)
p = a¯pi11 −m
p
i+1,12a¯
p
i21 = (M˜
−1
+ (i+ 1)A¯iM˜+(i+ 1))11
(Ai)
p
21 = (mi+1,11a¯i21)
p = mpi+1,11a¯
p
i21 = (M˜
−1
+ (i+ 1)A¯iM˜+(i+ 1))21
(Ai)
p
12 = (a¯i11m
−1
i+1,11mi+1,12 + a¯i12m
−1
i+1,11 − a¯i21m
−1
i+1,11m
2
i+1,12 − a¯i22m
−1
i+1,11mi+1,12)
p
= a¯−pi11m
−p
i+1,11(a¯
2
i11mi+1,12 + a¯i11a¯i12 − a¯i11a¯i21m
2
i+1,12 −mi+1,12 − q
2a¯i21a¯i12mi+1,12)
p
= a¯−pi11m
−p
i+1,11
(
(a¯i11 − q
2a¯i21mi+1,12)(a¯i11mi+1,12 + a¯i12)−mi+1,12
)p
= a¯−pi11m
−p
i+1,11
(
(a¯i11 − q
2a¯i21mi+1,12)
p(a¯i11mi+1,12 + a¯i12)
p −mpi+1,12
)
= (M˜−1+ (i+ 1)A¯iM˜+(i+ 1))12 (4.20)
where M˜i+1,kl = m
p
i+1,kl.
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To get these expressions one should use the commutativity of mi+1,kl and a¯imn, the
Lemmas 2 and 3 and eq.(4.20) follows from the identification
a¯i11 − q
2a¯i21mi+1,12 = Z, a¯i11mi+1,12 + a¯i12 = W, mi+1,12 = c
One sees that to prove the Proposition 5.4 one should show that
M˜i =Mi (4.21)
The matrix elements of Mi can be expressed through the matrix elements of G¯i as follows
mi11 = g¯i11g¯i+1,11 · · · g¯g11
mi12 =
g∑
k=i
g¯i11 · · · g¯k−1,11g¯k12
mi21 =
g∑
k=i
g¯i11 · · · g¯k−1,11g¯k21
Using these expressions and the Lemma 2 one immediately gets that
M˜+(i) = Γ˜±(i) · · · Γ˜±(g)
where (Γ˜±(i))mn = (G¯±(i))
p
mn.
Thus to complete the proof of the Proposition 5.4 it remains to remember that the
equation
Γ˜i = Γ˜
−1
− (i)Γ˜+(i) = G¯i = B¯iA¯
−1
i B¯
−1
i A¯i
was proved in Proposition 4.
The Proposition 5 is proved.
Remark 3. Strictly speaking to define the matrices M±(i), G¯±(i) one should use
the elements (m
± 1
2
i11 )
p, (g¯
± 1
2
i11 )
p from the extended graph algebras. However the formulas
(4.17) (and (2.8)) do not depend on them due to the obvious relations (m
1
2
i11)
2 = mi11,
(g¯
1
2
i11)
2 = g¯i11 and we use the matrices M±, G¯± only to simplify the notations and the
proof of eq.(4.21).
Remark 4. The method described in the third section to prove the Proposition 4 can
be applied to prove eq.(4.18) without using the decomposion (4.19).
Let us proceed with the study of the centre Z(Mg) of the moduli algebra.
Proposition 6. The centre Z(FI) coincides with Z(Lg) and the centre Z(I) is the
ideal of Z(Lg), generated by the elements M
p
ij − δij .
Proof. It is obvious that Z(Lg) ⊂ Z(FI). As was proved in Proposition 5, Lg and,
hence FI are integral domains and, therefore Z(I) ⊂ Z(FI). Let z belongs to Z(FI).
It is not difficult to show that the elements a¯k11M
p−1
21 M
p−1
12 and b¯k11M
p−1
21 M
p−1
12 belong to
FI . The ring Lg is an integral domain and, hence the following equations should be valid
za¯k11 = a¯k11z, zb¯k11 = b¯k11z
It follows from these equations that the element z should be of the form
z = z((Xk)i, a¯
p
k11, b¯
p
k11)
12
. Taking into account that z commutes with M12 and M21 one gets
z(Xk)i = (Xk)iz ∀k = 1, ..., g and ∀i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Therefore, z belongs to Z(Lg) and Z(FI) coincides with Z(Lg).
It can be easily shown using eqs.(3.15) and (3.16) that any element z ∈ Z(I) belongs
to the ideal of Z(Lg) generated by the elements M
p
ij − δij .
Let us consider a subalgebra J of FI which consists of the elements such that the
commutator of an element j ∈ J with any element f ∈ FI belongs to the ideal I:
J = {j ∈ FI : jf − fj ∈ I ∀f ∈ FI}
It is obvious that Z(Lg) ⊂ J is the centre of J , I is an ideal of J and the centre Z(Mg)
coincides with the factor algebra of J over I
Z(Mg) = J /I
As was shown before the graph algebra Lg and, therefore, the algebras FI and J are
finitely generated over Z(Lg). As has been just proved Z(I) ⊂ Z(Lg) and, hence the mod-
uli algebra Mg = FI/I and the centre Z(Mg) are finitely generated over Z(Lg)/Z(I).
Let us consider Spec(Z(Mg)) and Spec(Z(Lg)/Z(I)), i.e. the set of all algebra homo-
morphisms from Z(Mg) and Z(Lg)/Z(I) to C. It is clear that Spec(Z(Lg)) is isomorphic
to C4g × (C×)2g, i.e. a complex affine space of dimension 6g with 2g hyperplanes of codi-
mension 1 removed. Then Spec(Z(Lg)/Z(I)) is a submanifold of C
4g × (C×)2g which is
singled out by means of eq.(1.4).
5 Irreducible representations of the graph algebra
It is clear that every irreducible Lg-module V is finite dimensional and the centre Z(Lg)
acts by scalar operators on V and, therefore, there is a homomorphism χV ∈ Spec(Z(Lg)) :
Z(Lg)→ C, the central character of V , such that
z.v = χV (z)v
for all z ∈ Z(Lg) and v ∈ V .
Let us consider an ideal Iχ of Lg generated by elements z − χV (z), z ∈ Z(Lg). Then
every irreducible representation of the algebra Lχg = Lg/Iχ is an irreducible representation
of Lg with the central character χV (z).
Due to the Proposition 1 it is enough to construct representations of L1. As was
shown in the third section the algebra L1 is isomorphic to the tensor product of the Weil
algebra, generated by a11 and b11, and the algebra X generated by Xi. There is no problem
in constructing representations of the Weil algebra and we begin with the discussion of
irreducible representations of X .
Proposition 7. The algebra Xχ = X /Iχ, χ(M
p
11) 6= 0 is a simple p
4-dimensional
algebra and, hence, the algebra Lχ1 is simple p
6-dimensional.
Proof. We are going to show that the unity element belongs to an arbitrary (nonzero)
ideal J and, hence, the ideal coincides with Xχ and Xχ is a simple algebra.
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An arbitrary element f ∈ Xχ can be presented in the form
f =
∑
cijklX
i
1(1 +X1X2)
j(1 +X3X4)
kX l4 + dijklX
i
1(1 +X1X2)
j(1 +X3X4)
kX l3
+ fijklX
i
2(1 +X1X2)
j(1 +X3X4)
kX l4 + gijklX
i
2(1 +X1X2)
j(1 +X3X4)
kX l3
where i, j, k, l = 0, 1, ..., p− 1.
Let f belong to an ideal J and let l2(l3) be the maximal power of X2(X3) in the element
f . Then one can easily show that the element X l21 fX
l3
4 , which obviously belongs to J ,
can be represented in the form
X l21 fX
l3
4 =
∑
cijklX
i
1(1 +X1X2)
j(1 +X3X4)
kX l4
with some new coefficients cijkl.
This element can be rewritten as follows
X l21 fX
l3
4 =
∑
cαijkM
α
11(1 +X1X2)
iXj1X
k
4 + dαijkM
α
11(1 +X3X4)
iXj1X
k
4
where M11 is given by eq.(3.15).
Multiplying X l21 fX
l3
4 on (1 + X1X2)
l, where l is the maximal power of (1 + X3X4) in
X l21 fX
l3
4 one gets that the ideal J contains an element of the form
∑
cαijkM
α
11(1 +X1X2)
iXj1X
k
4
Let us now suppose that Xp1X
p
4 6= 0. Then the elements X1 and X4 are invertible and
using the commutation relations of M11, X1 and X4 with Xi one can easily show that the
element of the form
(1 +X1X2)
l
∑
cαM
α
11X
p−α
1 X
p−α
4
belongs to J .
If Xp2 = 0 then the element (1+X1X2) is invertible and from the commutation relations of
(1+X1X2) with Xi one gets that the ideal J contains M11 and, hence the unity element.
If Xp2 6= 0 then using the commutation relations of X2 with Xi one gets that the element
(1 +X1X2)
l belongs to J . Now using the relation
(1 +X1X2)(1 +X3X4) = (1 +X3X4)(1 +X1X2) + (q
2 − 1)X1X4
one can easily show that J contains the element X1X4 and, therefore, the unity element.
Let us now consider the case Xp1 = 0. Then the element (1 +X1X2) is invertible and
from the commutation relations of M11 and (1 + X1X2) with Xi one can get that the
element of the form
X l11 X
l4
4
∑
cαiM
α
11(1 +X1X2)
i
belongs to J .
Let Xp4 6= 0. Using the commutation relations of X4 with Xi one gets that J contains
the element of the form
X l11
∑
ci(1 +X1X2)
i
With the help of X2 one gets that the element X
l1
1 X
l2
2 (1 + X1X2)
l and, hence, X l11 X
l2
2
belongs to J and using firstly X1 and then X2 one sees that the unity element is in J .
If Xp4 = 0 then the element (1 + X3X4) is invertible and using this element and X2
one shows that the element Xp−14
∑
cαM
α
11 belongs to J . Using again X2 one gets that J
14
contains the element Xp−14 X
l
2. With the help of X1 and then X3 one gets that the unity
element belongs to J . The case Xp4 = 0 , X1 6= 0 can be considered in the same manner.
The Proposition 7 is proved.
The algebra Xχ, being simple, is isomorphic to Mp2(C) and, therefore, the following
proposition is valid.
Proposition 7. Every irreducible representation of X is isomorphic to one of the
following p2-dimensional:
1) X1Ψ(k, l) = Ψ(k + 1, l)
X2Ψ(k, l) = q
−2k(y2x1 + 1− q
2k)Ψ(k − 1, l) + z2q
−2(k+l)Ψ(k, l + 1)
X3Ψ(k, l) = q
2(k+l)(y3x4 + 1− q
−2l)Ψ(k, l − 1) + z3q
2kΨ(k + 1, l)
X4Ψ(k, l) = q
−2kΨ(k, l + 1) (5.22)
Here Ψ(k, l) is a basis of a p2-dimensional vector space, k, l = 0, 1, ..., p − 1 and we use
the following notations
Ψ(p, l) = x1Ψ(0, l), x1Ψ(−1, l) = Ψ(p− 1, l)
Ψ(k, p) = x4Ψ(k, 0), x4Ψ(k,−1) = Ψ(k, p− 1)
The complex parameters x1, x4, y2, y3, z2, z3 should satisfy the following equations
(y2x1 + 1)(y3x4 + 1) 6= 0, z2z3 = 0
1 + q−2z3(y2x1 + 1) + q
2z2(y3x4 + 1) = 0
The central character of the representation is defined by the formulas
χ(Xp1 ) = x1, χ(X
p
4 ) = x4
χ(Xp2 ) =
1
x1
((y2x1 + 1)
p − 1) + zp2x4
χ(Xp3 ) =
1
x4
((y3x4 + 1)
p − 1) + zp3x1
The element M11 acts in the representation as follows
M11Ψ(k, l) = q
2(l−k)(y2x1 + 1)(y3x4 + 1)Ψ(k, l)
2) X1Ψ(k, l) = Ψ(k + 1, l)
X2Ψ(k, l) = −Ψ(k − 1, l) + b1q
−2(k+l)Ψ(k, l + 1) + b2q
−2(k+2l)Ψ(k + 1, l + 2)
X3Ψ(k, l) = −q
2kΨ(k, l − 1) + cp−1q
2(k+2l)Ψ(p+ k − 1, p+ l − 2)
X4Ψ(k, l) = q
−2kΨ(k, l + 1)
where
x1x4b1b2cp−1 6= 0, 1 + q
10x1x4b2cp−1 = 0
χ(Xp1 ) = x1, χ(X
p
4 ) = x4
χ(Xp2 ) = (b
p
1 + b
p
2x1x4)x4 − x
−1
1
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χ(Xp3 ) = c
p
p−1x
p−1
1 x
p−2
4 − x
−1
4
M11Ψ(k, l) = q
2(l−k+3)x1x4b1cp−1Ψ(k, l)
Now irreducible representations of the graph algebra L1(sl2) can be constructed using,
for example, the following representation of the Weil algebra
a11Ψ(m) = Ψ(m+ 1), b11Ψ(m) = β11q
−mΨ(m)
Ψ(m+ p) = α11Ψ(m), χ(a
p
11) = α11, χ(b
p
11) = β
p
11
Then the graph algebra acts in the tensor product of the representations of the Weil
algebra and the algebra X
a11Ψ(k, l,m) = Ψ(k, l,m+ 1)
b11Ψ(k, l,m) = β11q
−mΨ(k, l,m)
a12Ψ(k, l,m) = β
−2
11 q
2mΨ(k + 1, l, m+ 1) + β−211 z3q
2(m+k+1)Ψ(k + 1, l, m+ 3)
+β−211 q
2(m+k+l+1)(y3x4 + 1− q
−2l)Ψ(k, l − 1, m+ 3)
a21Ψ(k, l,m) = β
2
11q
2(m−k)(y2x1 + 1− q
2k)Ψ(k − 1, l, m− 1)
+β211z2q
2(m−k−l)Ψ(k, l + 1, m− 1)
b12Ψ(k, l,m) = β
−1
11 q
m+2(k+l)(y3x4 + 1− q
−2l)Ψ(k, l − 1, m+ 2)
+β−111 z3q
m+2kΨ(k + 1, l, m+ 2)
b21Ψ(k, l,m) = β
3
11q
3m−2k+2(y2x1 + 1− q
2k)Ψ(k − 1, l, m− 2)
+β311q
3m−2(k+l)+2Ψ(k, l + 1, m− 2)
+β11q
m−2kΨ(k, l + 1, m− 2)
and we present formulas only for the representation (5.22) of X .
Using this representation and Proposition 1 one can easily construct all irreducible
representations of the graph algebra Lg.
Let us briefly discuss representations of the moduli algebra Mg. In this case one
should consider only representations with χ(Mp11) = 1, χ(M
p
12) = χ(M
p
21) = 0. Let V0 be
the submodule of an irreducible left Lg-module V which is annihilated by the elements
Φij =Mij − δij :
V0 = {Ψ ∈ V : ΦijΨ = 0}
and let δV0 be a submodule of V0 which consists of the vectors of the following form:
δV0 = {Ψ ∈ V0 : Ψ = Φijχij for some χij ∈ V }
Then it is obvious that the moduli algebra acts in the factor module Vph = V0/δV0.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we studied the structure of the centre and irreducible representations of
the graph algebra. The next problem to be solved is to construct unitary representations
of the graph algebra. The anti-automorphism ρ (2.9) can be used to define unitary
representations of Lg. Namely, let V be a left Lg-module and β be a bilinear form on
V ×V , such that β(v2, λv1) = λβ(v2, v1), β(λv2, v1) = λ
∗β(v2, v1), λ ∈ C. A representation
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is called unitary if β(v2, fv1) = β(ρ(f)v2, v1) for all v1, v2 ∈ V and f ∈ Lg. It is obvious
that only representations with central characters, satisfying the equations AiM =MAi,
BiM =MBi, can be unitary.
We didn’t study irreducible representations of the moduli algebra, however there are
some indications that Vph is an irreducible Mg-module. One should prove (or disprove)
this conjecture and show that the dimension of Vph is given by Verlinde’s formula.
It would be interesting to clarify the relation between this approach to quantization
of the moduli space and the geometric quantization [17, 18]. It seems that a choice of a
point of Spec(Z(Mg)) corresponds to a choice of a polarization on the moduli space.
It seems that the results obtained in the paper can be generalized to the graph algebras
corresponding to arbitrary quantized universal enveloping algebras.
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Appendix
Let matrices A and B satisfy the commutation relations of L1
A1R+A
2R−1+ = R−A
2R−1− A
1, B1R+B
2R−1+ = R−B
2R−1− B
1
A1R+B
2R−1+ = R+B
2R−1− A
1
detqA = a11a22 − q
2a21a12 = λa, detqB = b11b22 − q
2b21b12 = λb
These relations can be rewritten in components as follows
a11a12 = q
−2a12a11, a11a21 = q
2a21a11, a11a22 = a22a11
[a12, a21] = −(1− q
−2)a11(a11 − a22)⇔ a12a21 = q
2a21a12 + (1− q
−2)(λa − a
2
11)
[a12, a22] = −(1− q
−2)a11a12, [a21, a22] = (1− q
−2)a21a11
and the same relations for bij .
a11b11 = qb11a11, a11b12 = q
−1b12a11, a11b21 = qb21a11 + (q − q
−1)b11a21
a11b22 = q
−1b22a11 + q
−1(q − q−1)2b11a11 + (q − q
−1)b12a21
a12b11 = qb11a12 + (q − q
−1)b12a11, a12b12 = qb12a12
a12b21 = q
−1b21a12 + q
−1(q − q−1)2b12a21
+q−2(q − q−1)(b22a11 + b11a22 + (q
−2 − 2)b11a11)
a12b22 = q
−1b22a12 + q
−1(q − q−1)2b11a12 + (q − q
−1)b12a22 − q
−2(q − q−1)b12a11
a21b11 = q
−1b11a21, a21b12 = q
−1b12a21 + q
−2(q − q−1)b11a11, a21b21 = qb21a21
a21b22 = qb22a21 + (q − q
−1)b21a11
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a22b11 = q
−1b11a22 + q
−1(q − q−1)2b11a11 + (q − q
−1)b12a21
a22b22 = qb22a22 − q
−3(q − q−1)2b11a11 + (q − q
−1)b21a12 − q
−2(q − q−1)b12a21
a22b21 = q
−1b21a22 + q
−1(q − q−1)2b21a11 + (q − q
−1)b22a21 − q
−2(q − q−1)b11a21
a22b12 = qb12a22 + (q − q
−1)b11a12 (6.23)
Let matrices C and D satisfy the following relations
C1R+D
2R−1+ = R+D
2R−1+ C
1
The relations look in components as follows
c11d11 = d11c11 − q(q − q
−1)d12c21, c11d21 = d21c11 + q(q − q
−1)(d11 − d22)c21
c11d12 = d12c11, c11d22 = d22c11 + q
−1(q − q−1)d12c21
c12d11 = d11c12 + q(q − q
−1)d12(c11 − c22), c12d12 = q
2d12c12
c12d21 + q
−1(q − q−1)c11(d11 − d22) = q
−2d21c12 + q
−1(q − q−1)(d11 − d22)c22
c12d22 = d22c12 − q
−1(q − q−1)d12(c11 − c22)
c21d11 = d11c21, c21d12 = q
−2d12c21, c21d21 = q
2d21c21, c21d22 = d22c21
c22d11 = d11c22 + q
−1(q − q−1)d12c21, c22d22 = d22c22 − q
−3(q − q−1)d12c21
c22d12 = d12c22, c22d21 = d21c22 − q
−1(q − q−1)(d11 − d22)c21 (6.24)
The nontrivial commutation relations of the elements cij with d
1
2
11, which are used to define
L∗g, are given by the formulas
c11d
1
2
11 = d
1
2
11c11 + (1− q)d
− 1
2
11 d12c21
c12d
1
2
11 = d
1
2
11c12 − (1− q)d
− 1
2
11 d12(c11 − c22) + q
−3(1− q)2d
− 3
2
11 d
2
12c21
Let matrices A and M have the commutation relations
M1R+A
2R−1+ = R−A
2R−1− M
1
The relations look in components as follows
a11m11 = m11a11, a11m12 = m12a11 − q(q − q
−1)m11a12
a11m21 = m21a11 + q
−1(q − q−1)m11a21
a11m22 = m22a11 + q(q − q
−1)(m12a21 −m21a12)− (q − q
−1)2m11(a22 − a11)
a12m11 = q
2m11a12, a12m12 = m12a12
a12m21 = m21a12 − q
−1(q − q−1)m11(a11 − a22)
a12m22 = q
−2m22a12 − q
−1(q − q−1)m12(a11 − a22) + q
−1(q − q−1)(q2 − q−2)m11a12
a21m11 = q
−2m11a21, a21m12 = m12a21 + q
−1(q − q−1)m11(a11 − a22)
a21m21 = m21a21, a21m22 = q
2m22a21 + q(q − q
−1)m21(a11 − a22)
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a22m11 = m11a22, a22m12 = m12a22 + q
−1(q − q−1)m11a12
a22m21 = m21a22 − q
−3(q − q−1)m11a21
a22m22 = m22a22 − q
−1(q − q−1)(m12a21 −m21a12)
+q−2(q − q−1)2m11(a22 − a11) (6.25)
The nontrivial commutation relations of the elements mij with a
1
2
11, which are used to
define L∗g, are given by the formulas
a
1
2
11m12 = m12a
1
2
11 + (1− q)m11a
− 1
2
11 a12
a
1
2
11m21 = m21a
1
2
11 + (1− q
−1)m11a
− 1
2
11 a21
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